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As the sun warms the sea, some of the sea water _________ and turns into _________.

As the water vapour goes up into the sky, the _________ it gets the ________ it becomes.

Soon it turns back into ____________. This is known as ______________.

The water vapour _____________ into water. The drops of water ___________ clouds.

The wind then blows the clouds over the land, as it continuously goes higher too.

As they reach further into the ________ they get ____________.

As a result the water droplets begin to join together. As they get bigger, they become too heavy

to stay in the clouds and start to _____________ to the ground.

This is called _______________ which is also known as _____________. 

The rain falls onto the ground and makes ___________. 

The streams ___________ down the hills and into the _________.

The rivers then carry the water back to the __________. 

This is known as The _______________.

Using the vocabulary at the bottom,
can you complete the missing words in this text?

evaporates streams

higher

condenses

fallform

flow

precipitation

rain

water  vapour 

colder

colder

condensation

water droplets

sky

searivers

water cycle
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As the sun warms the sea, some of the sea water evaporates and turns into water vapour.

As the water vapour goes up into the sky, the higher it gets the colder it becomes.

Soon it turns back into water droplets. This is known as condensation.

The water vapour condenses into water. The drops of water form clouds.

The wind then blows the clouds over the land, as it continuously goes higher too.

As they reach further into the sky they get colder.

As a result the water droplets begin to join together. As they get bigger, they become too heavy

to stay in the clouds and start to fall to the ground.

This is called percipitation which is also known as rain. 

The rain falls onto the ground and makes streams. 

The streams flow down the hills and into the rivers.

The rivers then carry the water back to the sea. 

This is known as The Water Cycle.


